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Upgrade of Daya Bay Full Scope Simulator 

1. BACKGROUND 

1) Daya Bay full scope simulator was manufactured by French THOMSON Company in 
earlier 1990s. It was put into operation in August 1992, one year before the plant’s unit-1 
was commissioned. During nearly 10 years, the Daya Bay simulator was used to train the 
control room operators. As many as 220 operators obtained their operator licenses or senior 
operators licenses. The Daya Bay simulator made a great contribution to the plant’s 
operation. 

2) Owing to the limitation of simulation technology and computer capacity in that age, Daya 
Bay simulator had its deficiencies from the beginning, making maintenance difficult, 
gradually bringing more and more impact on operator training. 
 Bad performance: The main computer was the Gould CONCEPT 32/67. Its calculation 

speed is quite low and memory very limited. Even in the normal operation mode, the 
average CPU load was up to 80%. The simulation fidelity and scope were not sufficient, 
which could not meet the deep level of training demand. Many special plant scenarios 
were not simulated; therefore it was not possible to undertake the verification exercises 
for the corresponding plant operations. 
 Poor maintainability:  

− In hardware aspect, due to that Gould CONCEPT 32/67 is with multi-board 
architecture. Thousands of tiny connection pins between boards and chasses was the 
weak link, after many times board plug in-out repair the connection became worse and 
worse. In addition, the spare parts are difficult to order. Computer crashes happened 
very often. Each time, the failures each took a few hours, even a few days to fix. 
− In software aspect, simulation modules suspension, OUT OF TIME error and 
software breakdown were often occurring. To restart the system took over half an hour 
each time, which seriously interrupted normal training.  
− In software maintenance aspect, most modules are manually coded and the 
development tools are difficult to use. Less than 10% of modifications related to the 
plant upgrade could be implemented on the simulator, causing the simulator to be 
inconsistent with the reference unit. 

Frequent system breakdowns and hardware crashes made the system very fragile. The 
operator’s training was facing potential risk. The training program in 1997 could not be 
fulfilled due to so many simulator failures. In order to solve the problem, the management 
approved proceeding with an upgrade to the Daya Bay simulator and requested to clear up 
system crashes as quickly as possible.  

2. TECHNICAL PLAN  

1) Basic principle for the project:  
− Replace the main computer only. 
− Transfer simulation modules to new computer environment only. 

2) Computer Platform: UNIX was widely used in simulation manufacturing for many years. 



However, a few manufacturers in the world already had started to use Windows NT in plant 
simulator projects and got successful results. Considering that our people have good 
experience and skills in the use of NT, and foreseen NT development prospects, we finally 
decided to use NT for the Daya Bay simulator upgrade. The success of the project proved 
this decision to be correct. 

3) Comprehensive plan: While Daya Bay was planning to upgrade its simulator in 1997, Ling 
Ao decided to build its own simulator. Two projects were combined into one contract. The 
package plan consists of three stages. 
− 1st stage: Rehost Daya Bay simulator computer platform, scheduled to complete in 1.5 

years; 
− 2nd stage: Build LingAo new simulator, scheduled to complete in 3 years; 
− 3rd stage: One year after LingAo simulator operation to backfit  (transfer with 

necessary modification) LingAo simulation software to Daya Bay, to improve its 
performance. 

3. CONTRACT AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

1) Contract: The contract was signed in June 1999. Through the open and fair competition, 
Canadian CAE (the Power Systems and Simulation department of CAE is now part of 
L-3 Communications MAPPS Inc.) was selected as the contractor. 

2) Project management 
− Good cooperation of the owner and the contractor guaranteed the project success. 
− Participation: To send technical staff to CAE to participate in design, integration and 
In Factory Acceptance Test. It was not only to make progress inspection and quality 
control, to provide technical support to the contract, rather through the participation our 
people got good on-the-job training as well. As a result, the instructors and maintenance 
people have the necessary knowledge and skill. 

3) The project success 
The rehost project was completed in May 2001. The original problems were resolved. The 
rehosted system performs with stability, even if software breakdowns occur occasionally, 
they can be recovered in just a couple of minutes. The project achieved its original goal. 

4. WORK AT PRESENT AND IN THE FUTURE 

1) Performance promotion: Daya Bay simulator is in good operation after the rehost project, 
but the simulation performance/fidelity is still at its original level. Ling Ao simulator 
project was completed in 2003. Two years of operation indicated that its quality is 
satisfactory in every aspect, the technology is at advanced level. Because the Ling Ao 
simulator proved to be useful in many ways including as a tool to provide technical 
support and feedback (i.e. for more than training), the management decided to proceed 
with increasing the fidelity of the Daya Bay simulator in line with the Ling Ao simulator 
as well. 
− Completely replace Daya Bay simulation modules by Ling Ao’s to use L-3 MAPPS’ 

advanced models, to increase its fidelity and scope. 
− Integrate ROSE run-time and modeling tools to enhance Daya Bay simulator’s 

environment. 



− Replace the old instructor station by L-3 MAPPS’ advanced instructor station. 

The new contract has been signed. When the project is completed, the performance of Daya 
Bay simulator will be at least with the same level as Ling Ao simulator. 

2) Localization: After 15 years operation, parts of the Daya Bay simulator equipment are 
ageing, the failure of I/O boards and power supply units and some of special control room 
equipment is increasing. For the long term of benefits the hardware self- maintenance and 
spare parts localization are very significant. From the practice we are getting more and 
more experiences. The work will be continuously carried out and developed. 

 


